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SV2® Mining Tooth System
ESCO is the proven leader in mining wear 
parts, and the SV2 tooth system is the latest 
innovation to service satisfied customers 
around the world. In addition to the enhanced 
productivity and reliability of the system, 
customers appreciate the improved safety the 
SV2 system offers with its hammerless locking 
system. Cast in premium ESCO alloys, SV2 
provides the best balance of hardness and 
impact resistance to outperform all others in the 
most demanding applications.

The SV2 system is available to suit mining-class hydraulic face shovels, 
excavators, wheel loaders, and electric cable shovels. Both weld-on and 
mechanical adapters are offered.

Pin locks to 
point ear

Tough alloy 
point

Slimmer 
nose profile

Wear cap protects 
the adapter

Hammerless 
locking pin

Removal tool

Improved Safety
• Hammerless locking system

• Wear caps with hand grips for 
easier installation

• Tooth and wear cap fit areas 
minimize wedging for easier 
field replacement

Longer Wear Life and Greater 
Productivity

• Slimmer nose profile allows 
points to wear back further with 
up to 72% usable wear metal

• Unique profile design enables 
the tooth to stay sharp  
throughout its wear life

Reduced Maintenance and 
Fuel Consumption

• Slim profile design requires less 
force to fill the bucket

• Improved penetration  
reduces load on the engine, 
transmission, tires and  
hydraulic system

Enhanced Reliability
• System provides up to a 30% 

increase in nose strength  
depending on the size and 
tooth shape

• Significant increase in fatigue 
resistance allows the product 
to keep working when other 
systems fail

Features and Benefits
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SV2® Mining Tooth System

Cable Shovels
RXL – Long profile provides good balance  
of abrasion resistance and penetration in  
tough applications

RXXL – Extra long contour provides maximum wear 
life while maintaining ability to penetrate

RHXL – Extra heavy-duty long shape for optimum 
strength and maximum wear life in extreme conditions

Loaders
AG – Abrasion point with wear shoe provides good 
penetration with superior abrasion resistance

ADHL – Extra heavy-duty shape with wear shoe  
for maximum abrasion resistance in the  
toughest conditions

Hydraulic Excavators and Face  
Shovels
RX – General purpose for moderate abrasion,  
penetration, and sharp profile 

VX – Pick profile for maximum penetration. Ideal for 
hard to penetrate material like shale or in heavy frost 
conditions 

SD – Chisel taper for moderate penetration with  
excellent strength. Provides a good balance of  
penetration and wear life 

CHD – Extra heavy-duty chisel contour provides  
additional strength and wear metal, but also allows 
penetration

Point Shapes
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Posilok® Plus Mining Tooth System
ESCO is the proven leader in mining wearparts, 
and presents the latest innovation in tooth  
systems for demanding mining applications. The 
Posilok Plus system provides the same strong 
reliability of the ESCO Posilok system but with 
the safety of a hammerless locking device. Cast 
in premium ESCO alloys, Posilok Plus offers an 
unprecedented combination of performance, 
wear life, safety and ease of use.

The Posilok Plus system is available to fit mining 
class hydraulic face shovels, excavators, draglines and cable shovels.

Improved Safety
• Hammerless locking system

• Installation and removal of the 
lock requires minimal  
manual effort

Easy to Use/Low Maintenance
• Torque Wedge™ pin screws in 

clockwise for easy installation 
and removal

• Plug keeps fines from building 
up in the hex recess of the pin

• Changes are performed with a 
standard size hex

Greater Productivity
• Two-piece system enables  

efficient use of wear metal and 
minimizes downtime

• Slim profile delivers  
greater penetration

• Longer wear life and greater 
impact resistance with ESCO 
superior alloys

Reliability
• Fully stabilized nose provides 

reliable, robust fit

• Fit relationship and secure lock 
minimize chance of breakage or 
failure

• Superior fatigue resistance  
allows the product to keep 
working when others fail

Hammerless 
locking pin

Slim profile point

Optional 
protective 
wear caps

Fully  
stabilized nose

Lifting eye

Features and Benefits
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Posilok® Plus S-Series Mining Adapter System
The Posilok Plus S-Series adapters are  
specifically designed for buckets used on drag-
lines, cable shovels, face shovels and  
mining hoes. The adapters are part of a  
complete mining tooth system which combines 
the hammerless locking system of Posilok Plus 
teeth and the proven technology of the  
Sidewinder® pin system. The adapters are  
available in wear cap and non wear cap versions 
to meet the needs of any application.

The Posilok Plus package provides increased value with a lower overall cost of 
operation. The system is available in S95, S110, S130 and S145 nose sizes.

Improved Safety
• Hammerless locking pin

• Lifting eyes or hand bolts on all 
components 

Reduced Maintenance
• Strong positive lock requires 

no adjustment during normal 
adapter life

• Easy-to-adjust pin is never 
removed from the nose during 
field replacement

• Optional wear caps extend 
adapter life even in the most 
abrasive conditions

Improved Productivity
• Better penetration from a  

narrower design

• Quick field replacement  
minimizes down time

S-Series 
Posilok nose

Hammerless
Sidewinder 

pin

Optional  
protective 
wear caps

Features and Benefits

Fully stabilized 
nose
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Ultralok® Tooth System
ESCO is the leader in innovation and  
performance for wearparts in the earthmoving 
industry. Keeping with that tradition, ESCO is 
excited to introduce the latest breakthrough in 
construction tooth systems — the Ultralok   
tooth system.

Ultralok product is an innovative and cost-
efficient tooth system that answers customers’ 
needs in any machine application. The 
revolutionary integrated locking device makes 

the Ultralok system two pieces — unlike the traditional three piece tooth 
systems of the past. The Ultralok system is truly a hammerless system, not 
simply a hammerless locking device. Safety is increased, inventory is reduced 
and field replacement is simplified.

Benefits and Features

Improved Digging Performance

• Better penetration than the  
competitors through:

   – Lower nose height

   – Smooth point to adapter  
    transition

   – Unique triangular nose   
       shape

   – All new streamlined point   
      shapes

Easier to Use
•  Lock integrated into the point

   – Reduced customer inventory    
    items

   – No selecting the wrong sized   
    lock

   – No losing the lock in the field

• One simple tool operates the  
system – a pry bar

   – Locks point to adapter

   – Unlocks point from adapter

   – Aids in point removal from     
    adapter

• Convenient lock access for  
operator

Increased Safety
 • Completely hammerless system

   – No hammer needed to lock   
    point to adapter

   – No hammer needed to unlock   
    point from adapter

    – No hammer needed to aid in     
    point removal from adapter

 • No hammer means reduced   
 chance of injury

Slim nose 
profile

Lock integrated  
into point

Reduced loads  
on lock

All new  
point shapes

A pry-in lock is standard for 
general purpose and most 
heavy duty applications.

A bolt-in lock is optional 
for heavy duty and extreme 

duty applications.
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S – The standard point, an excellent choice for excavators and wheel loaders 
in general purpose applications. Designed to wear sharp for penetration, and 
features a center rib for greater strength.

C – A chisel point primarily for use on excavators. The design provides good 
penetration and extra wear metal in tough applications. The heavy-duty rib and 
unique tear-drop relief in the bottom keeps the point sharp throughout its wear 
life.

P – A pick point for extremely hard to penetrate materials, and is primarily  
designed for excavators but can be used on wheel loaders. Top and bottom ribs 
provide strength and ensures the point stays sharp.

T – A twin pick point for maximum performance in hard to penetrate materials. The 
unique configuration minimizes the chance of rocks wedging between the tines; 
and is designed for use in the corner positions in conjunction with P style points 
to cut clearance for the buckets sides. The corner teeth can be switched to 
maximize wear life.

F – A flared point for general purpose digging and continuous edge applications  
– an excellent choice for trench bottoms and foundation excavations. The wide 
blade maximizes bucket capacity.

H – A heavy point for extremely abrasive applications and is primarily designed 
for excavators. Additional wear metal provides long point life. The heavy-duty 
rib and unique tear-drop relief in the bottom help to maintain sharpness as the 
point wears.

AP – A heavy-duty penetration point for wheel loaders with added wear metal for 
highly abrasive applications. The beveled tip design ensures sharpness, and the 
top center rib helps maintain the sharpness. An integral bottom wear shoe provides 
long life.

A – Designed for optimum wear on wheel loaders working in extreme abrasion 
applications. The beveled tip and top contoured panel ensures excellent bucket 
loading. The full length bottom wear shoe provides maximum wear life and 
ensures  a smooth floor to minimize the chance of tire damage.

  Standard Point Shapes*

Ultralok® Tooth System

Quality You Can Rely On
ESCO Corporation will replace at no charge any Ultralok point or adapter that 
breaks, FOB point of manufacture, due to defects in materials or workmanship, 
providing it is not worn out and 100% ESCO components have been used in the 
assembly.

*Additional point shapes are 
available in select sizes.

S

C

P

T

F

H

AP

A
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Caterpillar® Style DRP Tooth Offering
ESCO offers a comprehensive package of Caterpillar style direct replace teeth 
in MaxDRP tooth styles. Cast in ESCO alloys with advanced manufacturing 
techniques ensures performance and value.

Super V Replacement Teeth

Increased Strength and Penetration
• Reinforced box section

• Self-sharpening

• Contoured tips

Greater Reliability and Value
• Superior ESCO alloys

• Increased pin protection

• Built-in wear indicator

Super V® Tooth System
As the leader in mining tooth systems, ESCO is the best choice for 
replacement teeth for all Super V system installations. Superior ESCO alloys 
and quality ensures maximum performance in all applications

Greater Productivity
• Point shapes to match any application

• Long lasting designs

• Maximum penetration

Improved Value
• Long wearing ESCO alloys

• Reusable locking pin

• Excellent reliability

MaxDRP™ Replacement Teeth
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Kwik-Lok® Systems
Kwik-Lok II Wear Protection
The Kwik-Lok II wear protection system  
provides reliable protection and convenient  
replacement in the field. Kwik-Lok II runners are 
safer and easier to change than  
conventional wear protection. Depending on 
the demands of the application, multiple wear 
runners may be used to protect large surfaces 
or a single runner can be installed to protect an 
area of high wear. Kwik-Lok II wear protection 

improves safety, lowers costs and reduces maintenance.

ESCO also offers the semi-mechanically attached Kwik-Lok system for  
special applications where a rubber lock is the best option.

Features and Benefits

Improved Safety
• Lightweight wear runners are 

safer and easier to handle

• One-piece lock is fast and 
simple to install and remove

• No large wear plates to handle 
or welding required for  
replacement

Reduced Operating Cost
• Universal design is adaptable 

to curved and flat surfaces to 
provide maximum protection 

• Easy-to-change system reduces 
maintenance time to minutes 
rather than hours

• Wide variety of wear runners 
are available to protect valuable 
equipment in any application

• Runners are reversible for 
maximum wear life

Increased Production
• Reduced maintenance ensures 

maximum machine availability

• Quick-change feature allows  
replacement during other 
scheduled maintenance

• Superior ESCO alloys last 
longer for more time between 
replacement

Permanently 
attached base

Easy to  
remove lock

Versatile 
runner
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Infinity® Bimetallic Wear Products
ESCO Universal Wear Solutions are more than 
just a product. It is a combination of products, 
services and metallurgical expertise to provide 
superior wear protection for mining equipment 
and other industrial applications. A key part 
of this package is the Infinity Bimetallic Wear 
Products, a comprehensive offering of buttons, 
blocks, bars, runners, tiles and overlay plate to 
match any application.

Features and Benefits

Reduced Maintenance
• Protects any high wear area, 

eliminating the need for frequent 
rebuild or replacing wear plate

• Lasts longer than other wear 
protection

• Excellent alternative to hard  
facing which can lead to  
cracking of major structural 
components

Increased Production
• Reduced maintenance ensures 

maximum machine availability

• Wide variety of shapes and 
sizes allows small areas to be 
protected, minimizing the affect 
on penetration and material flow

Lower Operating Cost
• Can be fit to flat or curved  

surfaces, eliminating the need 
to have wear plate formed to fit

• Bucket life is significantly  
increased, minimizing repair and 
new bucket orders

Infinity bars

Infinity blocks

Infinity runners

Infinity buttons

Infinity Buttons, Blocks, Bars and Runners
ESCO Infinity wear buttons, blocks, bars and runners are a chrome white  
iron (CWI) casting on a mild steel backing plate. The CWI has a minimum  
hardness of 700 Brinell, and the mild steel backing allows easy attachment 
with minimal welding. There is a variety of shapes and sizes to protect any high 
wear area on mobile or stationary machinery.

Some of the many applications are buckets for shovels, draglines, loaders and 
excavators, and conveyor chutes liners, grizzly screens, crusher liners, or any 
other equipment exposed to abrasive wear.
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Standard Wear Tiles

Jacketed Wear Tiles

CWI Bolt-on Cast Wear Blocks

ESCO bolt-on cast wear blocks are an option for  
protection in severe wear areas in hoppers and conveyor 
chutes. Cast in solid 700 Brinell chrome white iron, the 
bolt-on design eliminates welding and makes replacement 
quick and easy.

Infinity® Wear Tiles
In addition to buttons, blocks, bars and runners, ESCO also offers Infinity wear 
tiles. These tiles have the same advantages of 700 Brinell chrome white iron 
(CWI) with mild steel backing, and may be ordered in custom sizes. Wear tiles 
may also be ordered in a jacketed version, where the mild steel backing comes 
up around the sides.

Infinity jacketed wear tiles are available in various custom sizes. Excellent for 
high abrasion protection, the jacket design allows the product to be used in 
moderate impact applications on buckets, truck beds and material chutes.

Infinity wear tiles may be custom  
ordered to a size that matches a specific 
application and are designed for high 
abrasion with low impact. Standard 
sizes range from 203mm/8.00in. to 
610mm/24.00in. long by 152mm/6.00in. 
to 203mm/8.00in. wide. Other sizes 
may be available on request. ESCO 
wear tiles are ideal to cover larger sur-
faces on buckets, truck beds, dozer arms 
and material chutes.
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ESCO AR 400 through-hardened plate is 
available in 3/16" through 4" thickness.  
Typical hardness is 360-444 BHN, and the  
typical toughness is 20 ft.-lbs. in transverse  
direction. ESCO AR 400 is very formable and has 
high wear resistance, excellent toughness and 
weldability.

ESCO AR 400 Plate

Abrasion Resistant Plate

ESCO AR 500 Plate

ESCO AR 500 through-hardened plate is available in 1/8" through 4"  
thickness. Typical hardness is 477-555 BHN, and the typical toughness is  
18 ft.-lbs. in transverse direction. ESCO AR 500 is formable in cold 
condition and has superior wear resistance for extreme abrasion, very good 
toughness and weldability.

ESCO AR Plate Wear Liners

Infinity® Chromium Carbide Overlay Plate

ESCO’s Infinity Chromium Carbide Overlay wear protection is ideal in extreme 
abrasion and medium impact applications. ESCO overlay plate offers a minimum 
of 573 Brinell hardness. Infinity overlay plate is formable and can be ordered in 
custom designed kits to fit a wide variety of surface configurations.

Tumble Bar Liners cause material to tumble instead of  
slide, which reduces wear during material discharge. 
Tumble bars are made from ESCO AR premium wear 
plate in thicknesses of 1/2" to 1-1/4", depending upon  
application.

Flat or Formed Liners made of premium grade  
ESCO AR wear plate. This design is ideal for extreme 
abrasion and high impact applications.

Waffle Style Liners are typically 40% lighter than solid 
plate liners with minimal change in wear life. Liners are usually 
1/2" to 1-1/4" thick ESCO AR plate and are designed for 
lighter weight in high abrasion impact applications, but are 
not recommended for sticky materials which may  
substantially increase carry back.

These liner styles are available for dragline buckets, truck boxes, 
dozers, front end loaders, excavators, and face shovels.
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Microscopic chromium rich carbides embedded in an iron-base matrix. Overlay 
of this type is used to significantly increase abrasion resistance in low impact 
applications in dirt, sand or well-shot rock up to 2" in diameter.

Macroscopic pieces of tungsten carbide material dispersed in a tough steel 
matrix. This type is for medium to heavy impact applications digging in shot rock 
over 2" in diameter. 

Macroscopic pieces of tungsten carbide material dispersed in a chrome white 
iron matrix. Low impact applications are typically those digging in dirt, sand or 
well-shot rock up to 2" in diameter.

Fine tungsten carbide particles dispersed in a nickel alloy matrix. This is applied 
using state-of-the-art Plasma Transfer Arc (PTA) welding. In many applications, 
this type of overlay provides abrasion resistance unobtainable with any other 
type of overlay. The overlay is ideal for low impact applications with extreme fine 
particle abrasion. 

ESCO offers a variety of Infinity Overlay Product for application to metal 
components to increase wear life and improve productivity.

Overlay material can be applied to component surfaces for protection from 
abrasive wear, or applied in a specific pattern that not only increases wear life, 
but also improves the performance of the product as it wears.

ESCO can recommend the best Infinity overlay to meet your needs. The 
following Infinity overlay products are offered to match your base product and 
application.

E3 Chrome White Iron Overlay

E3X Embedded Tungsten Carbide Overlay

E3CX Embedded Tungsten Carbide Overlay

E3XP Tungsten Carbide/Nickel PTA Overlay

Infinity® Overlay Technology

Pocket area on point  
designed to optimize E3 and 
E3X manufacturing process.

Point with  
Infinity overlay

Point with 
partial wear

Sharp profile 
even when 
worn out
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Dozer Products
Dozing operations at most mine sites are 
among the toughest jobs there is. It’s for this 
reason, ESCO developed a complete blade 
and end bits package for mining dozers, with 
extensive knowledge in producing both cast 
and rolled steel wear products.  

Features and Benefits

Lower Operating Cost
• Metal is cast where it is needed, 

increasing wear life and  
reducing throwaway 

• Cast steel can provide double 
the life over rolled steel product

Reduced Maintenance
• More time between replacement 

for more machine availability

• Cast steel resists severe  
impact, reducing the chance of 
breakage

• Maximum flatness evenly  
distributes the load on the 
moldboard

Improved Production
• Designed to stay sharp for more 

efficient cutting

• Long life ensures maximum 
machine availability

All-Cast™ Blades and End Bits
ESCO All-Cast blades and end bits are the best product available to  
withstand the toughest impact and abrasive applications. Available for most 
popular CAT and Komatsu models above 280 HP, the All-Cast product is  
designed specifically to match the requirements of each individual model to 
ensure optimum performance.

ESCO cast its blades and end bits to shape when the metal is poured. The 
casting process enables ESCO engineers to use the toughest steel alloys 
and put the wear metal where it is needed.

Convenient 
lifting eyes

Profile wears 
sharp

Recessed 
bolt holes

Heavy-duty 
rib
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Dozer Products
D11 Carry Dozers
ESCO has developed an All-Cast™ blades and end bits package to address the 
specialized needs for Caterpillar D11 carry dozers.  

• Wear metal added to areas where it provides maximum strength and  
performance required for carry dozer applications

• Blades have 16% more wear metal and end bits have 56% more wear 
metal than the old offering

• Machined bearing pads ensure even loads to reduce the chance of 
breakage

Features and Benefits

MaxDRP™ Plus Hammerless
Ripper System
Designed for safety and ease of use, the system utilizes a standard wrench on 
a unique pin and collar locking system, eliminating the need for a hammer. No 
modifications to the ripper shank or nose are required to use this new system. In 
addition, ESCO alloys and point shapes provide up to 25% longer wear life for 
reduced maintenance costs.

Features and Benefits

Shank protector

MaxDRP Plus
ripper point

Hammerless pin

Locking
collar

 • Easy installation and removal

 • Reusable pin and collar saves money

 • Slimmer profile, longer wear life

 • No change to shank required
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Motor Grader Blades
Customers operating large motor graders can now benefit from the extended 
wear life provided by cast alloy products. ESCO cast blades are a perfect 
match for demanding applications found in highway, heavy construction,  
aggregate and mining applications.

All-Cast™ Grader Blades
ESCO All-Cast grader blades are designed specifically for the Caterpillar 16G 
and 24H machines. The straight edge version is an excellent choice for most 
extreme condition applications. When more penetration is required – like winter 
or hard pack applications – serrated versions are available. Fit and installation is 
the same as existing product, requiring no special tools, training or hardware.

Increased Wear Life
• Metal is cast where it is needed, reducing throwaway and lowering  

operating costs

• Cast steel can provide double the life over rolled steel product

Reduced Maintenance
• More time between replacement for more machine  

availability

• Cast steel resists severe  
impact, reducing the  
chance of breakage

More wear 
metal

Tough cast 
tines

Convenient 
lifting eyes
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Loadmaster® XDP Lip
In the Loadmaster lip family, the XDP design 
was developed for the larger more powerful 
machines found in the aggregate and mining 
markets. The Loadmaster XDP lip base is made 
from T1 plate and comes standard with ESCO 
SV2® tooth equipment and Toplok® mechanical-
ly-attached shrouds. The major difference with 
this lip is the fully cast corners which provide 
greater strength and fatigue resistance for the 
most demanding applications.

Features and Benefits

Increased Reliability 
• Cast corners move welds out 

of high stress areas for greater 
strength and fatigue resistance

• Tough T1 plate lip provides the 
highest quality lip material for 
balancing abrasion resistance 
with structural integrity

• Toplok shrouds are fit to the lip 
without the use of holes,  
reducing the chance of cracking

• Optional wear caps protect the 
adapters for longer life

Greater Productivity
• Slim design of the SV2 tooth 

system and Toplok shrouds 
increases penetration for easier 
loading

• Increased reliability provides 
maximum machine availability

Improved Safety
• SV2 tooth system utilizes a 

hammerless locking system that 
is easy to replace

• All replacement wear  
components have cast-in  
lifting eyes for easier handling

Strong 
T1 plate lip

Mechanical 
wear cap

ESCO alloy 
12F cast 
corners

SV2 tooth 
system

Slim profile 
Toplok shrouds
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Loadmaster® HDP (Quarry) Lip
The Loadmaster HDP (Quarry) lip is an innovative lip designed to meet the  
specific needs of the small to mid-sized loading machines used in today’s  
aggregate operations. Constructed of a T1 plate lip and wing design, the  
Loadmaster® lip system combines the ESCO Ultralok® tooth system with Toplok® 
fully-mechanical lip and wing shrouds.

Reduced Operating Costs
• Flat bottom design keeps quarry floor smooth to protect costly tire  

damage

• Tough T1 plate lip provides excellent abrasion resistance with structural 
integrity for longer service life

• Toplok shrouds are fit to the lip without the use of holes, reducing the 
chance of cracking

Greater Productivity
• Slim design of the Ultralok tooth system and Toplok shrouds increases 

penetration for easier loading

• Increased reliability provides maximum machine availability

Improved Safety
• Ultralok tooth system utilizes a hammerless locking system that is easy to 

replace

• Heavier wear components have cast-in lifting eyes for easier handling

• Toplok shrouds are easily replaced with standard tools

Flat bottom 
design

Slim profile 
Toplok shrouds

T1 plate lip

Ultralok 
tooth 

system

Center adapter 
wear cap

Center adapter bottom 
leg protection

Flat bottom design provides 
a smooth quarry floor

Ultralok A point for long life 
and excellent loading

Features and Benefits
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EverSharp® Cast Lip System
With ever increasing power and demanding  
conditions, today's large hydraulic mining  
machines require a lip system with exceptional 
strength and reliability. ESCO's EverSharp  
cast lip system for mining applications is the  
answer. Cast in premium ESCO alloys, the  
EverSharp lip system is not only tremendously 
strong, but designed for increased safety and  
excellent performance. The ESCO Posilok® Plus  
tooth system with its hammerless locking device 
is standard, offering improved safety, reliability 
and penetration.

Lifting eyes

Features and Benefits

Improved Safety
• Hammerless point locking 

mechanism with the ESCO 
Posilok Plus tooth system

• Reduced shroud weight for 
easier handling

Enhanced Strength and  
Reliability

• 20% decrease in peak stress 
for increased lip service life

• Cast shroud mounting base 
maintains proper fit longer

• Back drag stabilization reduces 
chance of shroud breakage

Reduced Drag and Fuel 
Consumption

• Increased nose angle reduces 
wear on the rear of adapter

• Lip and shroud bottoms moved 
up to reduce drag and improve 
penetration

• Improved lip assembly profile for 
more efficient bucket curl and 
filling

Reduced Maintenance
• Replaceable shroud mounting 

base lasts longer and is easy to 
replace

• Hinge-lock design allows for 
easier shroud removal

• Improved profile reduces  
component wear

Replaceable cast 
shroud base

Posilok Plus 
tooth system

Fully cast lip

Hammerless EverSharp 
shroud hinge-lock

Slim profile  
EverSharp shroud

Hammerless 
Sidewinder® pin

Hammerless 
point pin
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EverSharp® LHD Lip System
The ESCO EverSharp LHD lip is a field-proven 
system with a fully mechanically-attached  
continuous edge for medium to large  
underground loaders (LHD machines).  
Underground miners are impressed with the 
EverSharp hammerless locking system, its  
ability to withstand high impacts, and its slim 
profile for better penetration.  

Lifting eyes

Features and Benefits

Low Maintenance Lip
• A true continuous edge protects 

the plate lip, minimizing the 
need to weld repair lip during 
rebuild cycles

• Cast bases with bearing areas 
for shrouds transfer stress loads 
to the plate lip

Strong and Reliable
• Heavy duty cast corners absorb 

high stresses to provide  
structural integrity to the bucket

• Weld-on bases provide a 
reliable bearing surface for the 
shroud and lock

Improved Safety 
• Hammerless lock for safer 

shroud installation and removal

• All components have dedicated 
lifting eyes for safer, convenient 
installation 

Productivity
• Self-sharpening shrouds allow 

lip to penetrate easily, reducing 
tire wear and fuel costs

• Hammerless lock allows shroud 
replacement during other 
scheduled maintenance,  
minimizing downtime

Replaceable cast 
shroud base

More wear metal

Slim profile 
EverSharp 

shroud

Hammerless 
EverSharp LHD 

lock

Cast corner
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Toplok® Mechanically Attached Shrouds
Toplok shrouds are field proven. Cast with 
through-hardened ESCO alloys, they are ideal for 
abrasion and impact resistance. ESCO Toplok 
shrouds are a fully mechanical system consist-
ing of a pin, boss and shroud. Toplok shrouds 
provide excellent lip protection while maintaining 
penetration. ESCO offers Toplok shrouds to fit a 
wide range of lips for mining wheel loaders, face 
shovels, excavators, draglines, shovel dippers and 
underground LHD machines.

Features and Benefits

Reduced Maintenance
• Simple lock allows quick and 

easy shroud replacement in  
the field

• Longer lip life due to complete 
protection of leading edge and 
lip wings

• Unique design does not require 
holes in the lip which can lead 
to cracking

Improved Productivity
• Slim design provides better 

penetration and material loading

• More time between bucket 
rebuilds improves machine  
availability

• Improved shroud life over  
competitors provides increased 
machine availability

Slim profile design

Easy-to-use 
Toplok pin Weld-on 

shroud boss

Full wing 
protection

Mobile Equipment – Toplok shrouds are standard on ESCO Loadmaster lips. 
They are also suitable for plate lips 50-160mm, plate wings 40-140mm.

Cable Shovels – Toplok shrouds are offered as an option on ESCO Production 
Master buckets and replacement lip fronts. A retrofit package is available  
for ESCO lip fronts on 12 to 75 cubic yard dippers and for Berkeley TLC lips.

Draglines – Toplok shrouds are standard on ESCO ProFill and RPM buckets 
from 20 to 164 cubic yards. They also come standard on ESCO Reverse Spade 
lips and straight lips, and are available for replacement lips.
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Wheel Loader Buckets
ESCO offers a range of wheel loader buckets 
for general purpose, heavy duty and extra 
heavy duty applications. From material 
rehandling to heavy quarry applications, 
ESCO has the right bucket for the job.

All our loader buckets are precision 
manufactured with quality materials to ensure 
years of reliable performance. The selection 
of lip assembles and wear packages ensure 
the best match for any application.

Features and Benefits

Increased Productivity
• Bucket configuration and lip 

system are carefully matched 
for faster filling and cleaner 
dumping

Reduced Maintenance
• Superior design, materials and 

quality construction insure  
reliability

• Optional wear products and 
liner packages are available to 
provide maximum protection

Lower Operating Costs
• Faster filling and dumping  

reduces fuel consumption

• Improved penetration 
minimizes wheel spin and 
reduces drive train wear

HD bucket

GP bucket

XHD bucket
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Mining Hoe Buckets
ESCO mining hoe buckets are specifically  
designed to deliver reliability and productivity in 
all applications. Whether loading loose material, 
stripping out overburden, top loading, or mass 
excavating, ESCO buckets provide the perfor-
mance required to get the job done. Mining hoe 
buckets are available in heavy-duty (HDPM) and 
extra heavy-duty (XDPM) versions with capaci-
ties ranging from 6.5 to 45 cubic yards with 
either plate or cast lips.

Expertise in bucket design, tooth systems and wear protection make ESCO 
hoe buckets the best choice on the market today, and they are backed by 
unsurpassed technical support.

Features and Benefits

Infinity™ wear 
buttons

ESCOALLOY™ 
or Infinity overlay 

wear strips

Toplok® wing 
shrouds

Toplok lip
shrouds

Posilok® Plus or  
SV2® tooth systemCast 

corners

Front and 
rear formed 

beams

Full width 
bottom  
runner

Corner  
wear shoes

Unsurpassed Durability
• Formed beam resists torsion 

and flexing

• Multiple wear options provide 
maximum abrasion resistance

• Cast corners add strength in 
critical high stress area

• Corner gussets reduce stress 
in the transition area from the 
beam to the side stiffener

• Interior gussets (HDPM) 
eliminate deformation during 
loading

Increased Productivity
• Triple taper design for faster 

loading and cleaner dumping

• Posilok Plus, SV2 or Ultralok 
tooth systems provide 
excellent penetration

Reduced Maintenance
• Superior design, materials and 

quality construction ensure  
reliability

• Toplok lip and wing shrouds 
fully protect the lip from wear

• Optional wear products  
available to provide maximum 
protection in any mining or 
quarry application
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Hydraulic Face Shovel Fronts
ESCO offers replacement fronts for large 
hydraulic face shovel machines. These tough 
replacement fronts offer all the features and 
metallurgical expertise that have become  
hallmarks of all ESCO mining products. All  
replacement fronts are designed to out  
perform OEM designs with better productivity, 
greater strength and long life.

Features and Benefits

Improved Reliability
• Cast corners provide excellent 

strength and move weld out of 
high stress area

• One-piece hinge neck allows 
a smooth, low stress transition 
from the hinge body to dump 
cylinder lugs

Greater Productivity
• Available with SV2® or Posilok  

Plus tooth system for better 
penetration and loading

• Low profile Loadmaster plate 
lip or EverSharp® cast lip allows 
faster bucket filling

Lower Maintenance Cost
• Kwik-Lok II wear runners and 

Toplok® lip and wing shrouds 
provide maximum lip protection

• Standard design in hinge and 
dump lug joint provides easy 
assembly between ESCO and 
OEM components

• Furnished complete with OEM 
style bushings to simplify  
maintenance and reduce  
required inventory

Kwik-Lok® wear 
protection

Slim profile 
Toplok shrouds

Posilok® Plus 
tooth system

Cast corners on 
larger shovel fronts

Fully cast 
hinge neck
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Cable Shovel Bucket Products
Whisler Plus™ Mining Lip System
The ESCO Whisler Plus system is a complete 
lip offering for cable shovels. The system is a 
revolutionary alternative to the Whisler lip used 
in mining for decades. The Whisler Plus mining 
lip uses numerous features to increase  
performance, reduce operating costs and  
improve safety.

The Whisler Plus system offers a better way 
to service lips in the field with hammerless locking systems on the points, 
adapters and lip shrouds. The Whisler Plus design is available on new lips or 
can be retrofit to existing Whisler lips.

Features and Benefits

Improved Safety
• Hammerless locking system for 

points, adapters and shrouds

• All components have cast-in 
lifting eyes for easy handling

• All components can be 
replaced in the field without 
working under the lip

Reduced Maintenance
• Increased adapter and shroud 

stabilization reduces lip wear

• Quick-change components 
reduces down time

Increased Reliability
• Over 30% increase in new or 

worn adapter strength allows 
for longer adapter life and less 
chance of breakage

• Standard SV2® mining tooth 
system virtually eliminates point 
loss

Improved Versatility
• Can be retrofit to existing 

Whisler lips to reduce the cost 
of conversion

• Shroud conversion do not  
require special lip modifications

• Time required for rebuild is 
about half that of standard 
Whisler lips

Hammerless  
SV2® tooth system

Slim profile 
Whisler Plus 

shrouds

Hammerless 
adapter  
locking  
system
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Cable Shovel Bucket Products
Lip Front Conversions
Install an ESCO lip front conversion and watch the improvement to a machines 
performance and a reduction in maintenance costs. ESCO Corporation’s 90 
years of experience, combined with the latest computer-aided design and  
analysis programs, have produced lip fronts with better penetration and  
loading.

Lip fronts are available for P&H, Bucyrus International, and Marion buckets, as 
well as AMSCO and ESCO.

• Double-curved spade lip configuration provides for easier penetration

• Flared wings for reduced front end maintenance

• Flared corner teeth cut clearance for the wings and aid penetration

• Optimum lip and wing angles provide maximum bucket fill

• Multiple wear package options can be custom tailored to any application

Integral Nose Lips for Cable Shovels
The latest mining offering from ESCO is the Integral Nose Shovel Dipper Lip 
available for large mining cable shovels. A combination of ESCO innovations 
provides customers with a Dipper Lip System that reduces overall cost of  
ownership with increased production and reduced maintenance.

• Posilok® Plus nose is over 60% stronger than the WH 12 system

• Posilok Plus system features hammerless locks for increased safety

• Rebuilding fit surfaces is easier, faster and more exact 
than WH 12 system

• Toplok® mechanical 
shrouds for faster field  
replacement

• Reduced weight  
and slimmer 
profile increases 
performance
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Cable Shovel Bucket Products
Whisler 12 Lips and Accessories
ESCO offers OEM style lips and Direct Replacement Parts (DRP) for the  
BI 495 (formerly BE) and P&H 4100 cable shovel buckets. Cast in superior 
ESCO alloys, the replacement lips will out perform OEM lips in durability and 
longevity. The pin-on replacement shrouds for the lip and wing are the standard 
OEM fit, but are cast with additional wear metal and an enhanced profile for 
increased performance.

Toplok® Shrouds and SV2® Adapters for Berkeley TLC Lips
Customers using Berkeley TLC 4.75 and 6.00 lips can convert to field-proven 
Toplok shrouds and the SV2 tooth system for increased productivity and  
reduced operating costs.

Toplok shrouds provide additional wear metal and are easy to replace in the 
field. The SV2 tooth system is available on standard Whisler and Whisler Plus™ 
style adapters designed specifically for an exact fit to the 4.75 and 6.00 lips.  
The Whisler Plus adapters will dramatically reduce system maintenance and 
provide over 30% increase in strength over standard Whisler adapters.

For BI 495: 
193"ILW equipped with 
standard BI style pin-on 
Whisler style lip center 

shrouds

For P&H 4100: 
Mechanical pin-on 
center lip shroud

Pin-on wing 
shrouds for BI and 

P&H machines
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Ribbed at the upper half to maximize grip on larger rocks and to provide more 
wear metal for abrasion resistance. 

One-Piece Mantles
Ideal for retaining tightness and easier to install and replace than two-piece 
mantles. 

Two-Piece Mantles
Help reduce waste metal, and the upper 
mantle can be reused with two to five  
lower mantles.

Gyratory Crusher Wearparts
Smooth Mantles

Used primarily for mining applications and to maximize production. 

Fully Ribbed Mantles

Used mainly for aggregate applications and to improve material flow by allow-
ing fine materials to escape the chamber through the channels. Ribbed mantles 
grip rock better and reduce belching. Valleys provide channels for fine material 
to escape the chamber – allowing more room for new material and reducing 
clogging. 

Partially Ribbed Mantles

Ribs to grip 
the rock

Premium 
ESCO 

manganese 
steel
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Jaw OptionsJaw Crusher Wearparts
ESCO replacement crusher jaws not only deliver maximum production, they 
are also specifically designed to last longer, crush more efficiently and reduce 
crusher wear and tear. Years of field experience – as well as superior  
engineering and metallurgical expertise – mean ESCO crusher jaws produce 
more quality rock, more consistently than standard equipment, while reducing 
the need for rescreening and recrushing.

ESCO Alloy 14G (GT2000)
When crushing gets tough, jaws 
of super tough ESCO alloy 14G 
(GT2000) get the job done. This 
ESCO-patented manganese steel 
provides longer wear life than any 
other product and helps lower  
per-ton costs.

Machined Surfaces
ESCO-machined surfaces provide a 
consistent fit for easier installation and 
less downtime.

Design Options
ESCO crushing experts work with 
customers to recommend a variety 
of curve options – smooth jaws with 
peening slots, solid end jaws, slab 
breaker jaws, Hi-Life® designs and 
solid centers designed to maximize 
jaw crusher production.

Jaw Crusher Accessories
ESCO also provides such jaw crusher 
accessories and wearparts as toggle 
plates, toggle seats, cheek plates and 
jaw wedges.

Production Master® Jaws
For most crushing applications ESCO’s Production Master Jaws are 
the best option.

More Wear Metal
ESCO Production Master jaws have more wear metal than conventional 
equipment, resulting in as much as 50% greater wear life.

Efficient Design
Cleavage points break rock more efficiently,  
requiring less power; and wide valleys easily 
and quickly remove properly sized rock.

Production Master II Jaws
For more heavy-duty crushing applications, choose ESCO’s Production 
Master II jaws.

Enhanced Design
Production Master II jaws share the same  
efficient design as the Production Master – 
cleavage points and wide valleys – with  
an enhanced tooth profile and more  
wear metal for heavy-duty applications.

More wear metal 
than OEM designs

Machined 
fit surface

Enhanced 
profile design

Maximum 
wear metal
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